Hong Kong open seminar programme 2019

Welcome to our fall 2019 seminar programme
October
Monday 21 October 2019

Wednesday 23 October 2019

Tuesday 29 October 2019

Agility Through the Lens of D&I

Competition Law Compliance – Staying
Ahead of the Curve

The Rise of Sustainable Finance

Agile working focuses on empowering people
to determine where, when, and how much they
work. The idea is to have minimal constraints in
how people work to get the best performance
– sounds great when we get it right but
culture change, including a move to agility can
challenge inclusion – if you let it. This interactive
session helps get to the real attitudes of flexible
working in a business culture.

This seminar provides an update on current
enforcement trends in the increasingly
aggressive competition law environment as well
as practical tips on ensuring compliance and
taking steps to mitigate ongoing risk areas.
Speakers:
>> Marcus Pollard, Counsel, Hong Kong

This seminar covers the recent rise of green and
sustainability linked loans, looking at the drivers
and frameworks for this upward trend. We will
also look at how and where these loan products
have been developing and recent trends in what
these loans are being used for and how they are
being structured.
Speakers:

Speaker:

>> Kathleen Gooi, Associate, Hong Kong

>> Jessica Chilton, Managing Associate,
Hong Kong

>> Daniel Danso,
Global Diversity Manager, London

Timings:

>> Silvia Nikolova, Associate, Hong Kong
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Speaker Bios

Daniel Danso
Global Diversity Manager, London

Daniel is Linklaters’ Global Diversity Manager. Since joining the firm, he has
led the global expansion of our Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) Strategy and
Action Plan, delivered D&I training both internally and to clients around the
globe, and advised on key business issues including: global recruitment,
data collection and monitoring, procurement, global mobility, reward
and marketing.
During Daniel’s time at Linklaters, the firm has increased female
representation at Executive Board level to 42%, launched Open For
Business – a global coalition of businesses driving forward the business case
for LGBT equality, and seen overall global D&I activity increase from 7% to
90% in three years.

Marcus Pollard
Counsel, Hong Kong

Marcus leads our Hong Kong and Asia Competition practice. He advises
on a wide range of Hong Kong, Asian and global competition law issues.
He re-joined Linklaters after spending two years helping to establish the
Hong Kong Competition Commission and since then he has led the team in
advising clients on compliance, handling HKCC investigations and litigation
before the Competition Tribunal. Prior to moving to Asia, Marcus was based
in Brussels and worked on global merger, cartel and antitrust matters
including investigations with complex remedy/commitment processes
in the EU and China, leniency applications, and multinational litigation.
Marcus is qualified in both Hong Kong and England and Wales.

Daniel’s background is in equality consultancy, training and social theory.
He holds a Master’s in Gender and the Media from the London School
of Economics and Political Science (LSE), a Bachelor of Arts in Women’s
Studies and Sociology from The University of California in Los Angeles
(UCLA), an Associate of Arts (AA) Degree in English and Music, and an
Associate of Science (AS) Degree in Political Science.

Kathleen Gooi
Associate, Hong Kong

Kathleen is an experienced merger control and antitrust lawyer with
experience in UK, Malaysia and Hong Kong. She recently joined Linklaters
after more than three years’ experience in Hong Kong Competition
Commission, managing cases and investigating anti-competitive conduct,
assisting in the drafting and formulation of the Commission’s policy on
various enforcement issues, liaising with Office of Communications Authority
for matters falling within the concurrent jurisdiction, as well as engaging in
advocacy work. Kathleen also worked in a leading PRC firm in Hong Kong.
Kathleen is qualified in Hong Kong.

Jessica Chilton
Managing Associate, Hong Kong

Jessica is a managing associate in the banking and projects team based in
Hong Kong, with over 11 years of experience. Jessica worked in London and
Australia before transferring to Hong Kong. She has extensive experience
advising on a wide range of project, structured and acquisition financings,
project development, borrowing base financing, securitisation and other
bilateral and syndicated secured and unsecured lending, with a particular
emphasis on the energy, power and infrastructure sectors.

Silvia Nikolova
Associate, Hong Kong

Silvia is an associate in the banking and projects team based in Hong
Kong, with over 6 years of experience at Linklaters. Silvia worked in London,
Dubai and Abu Dhabi before transferring to Hong Kong. She has extensive
experience advising lenders and sponsors on a broad range of international
transactions in practice areas including acquisition/leveraged finance, real
estate finance, green and ESG-linked finance, structured lending, other
bilateral and syndicated secured and unsecured lending and complex
debt restructurings.
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If you would like further information on our Hong Kong open seminar programme, please email hkseminarprogramme@linklaters.com.

